Introduction
In general, electric power companies have reserved capacities for power shortage caused by generator outage, unexpected power demand change and other accidents in transmission network. However, it is possible to reduce the reserved capacities and still maintain the desired level of system reliability by connecting control areas through tie lines. Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM) is the reserved capability on the tie line for the above purpose. It is becoming more important to evaluate the CBM under deregulated environment since it is a key factor for network users to determine Available Transmission Capability (ATC) on tie lines. In this research, a method for evaluating optimal CBM on tie lines are introduced and the optimal CBM on tie line is evaluated by digital simulation for a test system.
Optimal CBM on Tie Lines
The procedure to evaluate optimal CBM is described as below.
( 1 ) LOLE calculation using Monte-Carlo Simulation method ( 2 ) Calculation of reserved capacity to keep LOLE less than 0.3 [days/year] ( 3 ) Search for CBM to maximize CBM benefit calculated from the amount of reserved capacity. At the second step, LOLE calculation is repeated until LOLE in all area become close to 0.3 [days/year]. CBM benefit in Eq. (1) is calculated at the third step. C = C R − C CBM − C B + C S · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1) C is CBM benefit[billion yen/year], C R is reserved capacity cost saved by CBM, C B is cost to buy power from adjacent control areas, Fig. 1 . Outline of test system C S is profit by supplying power to another areas.
Test System
In this study, the modified West Japan 30 generator test system of Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan is used. This system is divided into three independent areas. The outline of the test system is shown in Fig. 1. 
Simulation Results
In this study, two methods with and without power market are considered to supply power from generation comapanies to customers. Without the market, the customer can be supplied with power only from genco. located in the area where the costomer exsists. With the market, however, the costomer can procure power through the market, too. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that in the model system, the rate of the market trasncation does not affect the value of Optimal CBM, on the other hand, that the maximized CBM benefit decreases as the rate increases. The further research work will be done to make the effects of the bid strategy in power market and how to reserve the required capacity on the CBM clear. In order to keep power supply reliability at a certain level, electric power utilities have a certain amount of reserved capacity. When no generator outage or no unexpected large power demand occurs, however, the reserved capacity is regarded as surplus facility. To reduce the reserved capacity, some margin is reserved in tie lines between utilities. This margin is called Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM). In this study, a method of calculating optimal CBM in tie line under deregulated environment is described and two kind of optimal CBM are proposed. As a result, it is shown how the deregulation affects the optimal CBM by using numerical simulation for IEE Japan West 30 test system. (1) R = S − D max · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1) Minimize ENS i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3) Subject to 0 ≤ G k ≤ G max k (k = 1, 2 · · · N g ) · · · · · · · · · · · · · (4) 0 ≤ L i ≤ Ld i or Ld 0i ≤ L i ≤ Ld i (i = 1, 2 · · · N i ) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (5) |B l | ≤ B max l (l = 1, 2 · · · N l ) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (6)
G k = All j next to i θ j − θ k Z jk · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (7) L i = All j next to i θ j − θ i Z ji · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (8) B l = θ j − θ l Z jl · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (9) ENS i (10) ENS i = Ld i − L i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (10) 
Oi T × 365.0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (11) 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (13) 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (15)
C R = G cost × (R 0,0 − R x,y ) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (16) Fig. 11 . CBM benefit in whole system. Table 4 . CBM of tie line to maximize CBM benefit. S i = M i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (17) D i = E i + S i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (18)
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G < E + M · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (19) 
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B-C CBM Fig. 17 . Relation between rate of market transaction and CBM on tie line between area B and C to minimize reserved capacity. 
20
B-C CBM Fig. 20 . Relation between rate of market transaction and CBM on tie line between area B and C to maximize CBM benefit. 1 30 app. Fig. 1 . Test system.
